Synonyms – Sample Questions

For the following questions, find the word that is most similar in meaning to the word in bold. Circle your answers.

Example: loud

A. small
B. quiet
C. noisy
D. song
E. large

The answer is C (noisy).

1. immune
   A. healed
   B. mown
   C. resistant
   D. piquant
   E. monocle

2. unpredictable
   A. volatile
   B. impractical
   C. unsurprising
   D. malleable
   E. estimation

3. abrasive
   A. strenuous
   B. parsley
   C. plaied
   D. colander
   E. coarse

4. sober
   A. solemn
   B. porch
   C. jangle
   D. tipsy
   E. compress

5. choke
   A. grotto
   B. pressure
   C. impede
   D. gag
   E. cashew

Need more practice? Try our [Mocks in a Box](#) - all you need for realistic 11+ mock test practice at home in one handy box!
Answers:

1. C
2. A
3. E
4. A
5. D